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Planned Giving

• A decision today for a gift tomorrow
• Ministry first

• Serving the giver

• Fundraising second
• Focus on simple bequest

• Wills and Living Trust / vast majority of planned giving
• Living Trust is superior

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayI will not be addressing annual funds, capital campaigns, etc. But planned giving that is focused in simple bequests has a very positive impact on both
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ClayPerkins - 12 years as President of MACUStine – 10 years at Boise Bible College and 5 years at St. Louis Christian CollegeMore than once an estate gift covered a financial short fall or funded a major project
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Presuppositions…
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Spiritual
“Fundraising is 

first and foremost 
a form of 
ministry.”

Nouwen

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayFirst, and foremost – each of us view our work in fund raising as spiritual. “Fundraising is first and foremost a form of ministry. Fundraising is proclaiming what we believe in such a way that we offer other people an opportunity to participate with us in our vision and mission.” (Nouwen, 2010, p. 16) If you do not view this work as the most spiritual thing you can do, then do yourself a favor and get out. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayMake sure you have a biblical view of money. So let me ask you – what is your core understanding of money? Do you have a positive view about money or people with wealth? A Jewish Rabbi, Rabbi Lapin, helped shaped my understanding. (Proverbs 14:24) “”The crown of the wise is their wealth” … Jews have always understood that sentence to mean that God is happy with wise behavior and rewards it with wealth. (page 28) “This is because wealth is considered to be the consequences of a life well lived, in the company and companionship of others doing the same, rather than a purpose of live in itself. … Wealth was a consequence and not a prime purpose.” (Lapin, 2002, p. 117) Scripture has helped me understand that money is, in fact, not necessarily evil. Proverbs 14:24 The wealth of the wise is their crown, but the folly of fools yields folly.Matthew 25 – Parables of the Talents – remember the rich man was in fact the hero.  I have an article on the ‘Purpose of Wealth’ if you are interested. Please ask.



2,350
Stewardship
Verses in the 

Bible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clay2350 ScripturesStewardship is one of the most talked about issues in the Bible – 230 times (though counts vary). Some of my favorites are:“A good person leaves an inheritance for their children’s children.” Proverbs 13:22“Be sure you know the conditions of your flocks, give careful attention to your herds.” Proverbs 27:23“No man should appear before the Lord empty handed. Each of you must bring a gift in proportion to the way the Lord your God has blessed you.” Deuteronomy 16:16b-17“But since you excel in everything-in faith, in speech, in knowledge, in complete earnestness and in love we have kindled in you-see that you also excel in the grace of giving.” 2 Corinthians 2:7b. Why be bashful talking about stewardship? If we don’t then we aren’t telling the full story. Why be bashful about allowing your donors to tell their stories of ‘why’ they give. Since “Generosity begets generosity” (Nouwen, 2010, p. vi). Our best way to achieve new donors, at Mid-Atlantic, was to put current donors in the room with potential donors and let the current donors talk. Find ways to share the joy of giving. 



Planned Giving vs WEALTH: not cash Flow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayResearch tells us that people are more generous with wealth than cash (cash flow).https://www.linkedin.com/in/encouragegenerosity/ Russell James, J.D., Ph.D., CFP



Purpose of Wealth
• Tithes and Offerings
• Test of Faith
• Provide for our Families
• Hospitality
• Kingdom Expansion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clayhttps://www.christianstewardshipnetwork.com/blog/2020/5/28/the-purpose-of-wealth?rq=Purpose%20of%20Wealth Last published in Christian Stewardship Network as a bloghttps://www.christianstewardshipnetwork.com/



Bottom Line

“The bottom line is that the role of your 
development director is to reach the financial 
goals.”

Williams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayWhen I started as President, I admit I was baffled with the parsing of words in the ‘Advancement’ office and in most philanthropy training when I started at President. A double talk that it was not about raising funds but only about building relationships. That is just poppycock.“the bottom line is that the role of your development director is to reach the financial goals established for the organization.” (Williams, 2013, p. 119) Of course, it is about relationships. Of course, it is spiritual, … but it is also about raising the MONEY needed to keep the college open. Results matter. Money matters. 



HARD 
WORK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerrySo another presupposition for me is this is hard work. “Effective fundraising depends on effective planning and rigorous execution.” (Tempel, Seiler, & Aldrich, 2011, p. 10) No doubt you know this. Work hard, yes. But let’s also work smart. More to come on working smart.



Relationships

“At the heart of fundraising is the 
art of relationship building.”    
Tempel et al.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryIndeed, as we have been told for decades, it is all about relationships.“At the heart of fundraising is the art of relationship building” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 1) Relationships matter. Genuine relationships. If you do not genuinely love your donors, stop asking them to give. If you do not genuinely love your donor, stop manipulating them to meet your budget. If you do not genuinely love your donor with the love of Christ – you will be tempted to kill the golden goose.



Matthew 20:28

Mark  10:45

TO SERVE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryWe need to make sure we understand that at the very heart of fund raising is the foundation of serving others. Is this not our biblical heritage? 20:28 Like Jesus, leaders need to focus on serving others (Matthew 20:28, Mark 10:45). Estate planning is about serving people. The focus is not fundraising. Estate planning has a long-term view. Those who start an estate planning ministry with the focus of raising money for current projects will likely flame out. Rather, estate planning is a long-term savvy strategic choice. And those who understand that this unique ministry is about serving others will succeed, and they will build long term financial success for their ministry and the leaders who will follow them.



Philanthropy …
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Charities should get serious about seeking planned gifts, given that a huge 
transfer of wealth is projected over the next decade. 

By 2027, an estimated $9 trillion will be passed from estates, say analysis by 
Locus Impacting Investing and the Center for Rural Entrepreneurship.

The Chronicle of Philanthropy

$ 30,000,000,000,000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayThis is the Golden Age in legacy giving. $30 trillion That’s with four commas. $30,000,000,000,000 will transfer from one generation to the next over the next several decades. Think about it, much of this wealth is in the hands of believers. If we only asked, wouldn’t many Christians be willing to pass on a part of their assets to faith-based charities they love? Churches, missions, charities, and various Christ centered non-profits can be named to receive estate gifts. And with the revised federal tax law donors can leave even more to their heirs than previously. Our present time is commonly called the “Golden Age of Planned Giving,” (just Google it) with $9 trillion likely being transferred in the next decade alone. How can faith-based leaders afford to ignore this number?Research tells us that this will be the largest transfer of wealth in human history: $30 trillion in USA changing hands over the next 30/40 years, $9 trillion liquid (30%), and $21 trillion in USA in private business. Asset based giving is paramount to a comprehensive development program. The reality is this: most need their assets while alive. Some can give from assets, but most cannot. Most assets will transfer with simple wills and trusts – about 95%. So, this should be a major consideration for your college.



78% of Millennials (ages 18-36) do not have a will. 
64% of Generation X (ages 37 to 52) do not have a will, 
50% of respondents in the 53 to 71-year-old age group 

(40 percent) do not have a will. 

Caring.com

64%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayDid you know that 64% have no estate plan? Most Americans don’t have any kind of estate plan. Studies show that 64% of Americans, for whatever reason, have no will or trust. They have not taken care of guardianship issues for children. They have no advance health care directives. If tragedy occurs, they are not ready. If they die of natural causes, and most do, they too are not ready. Are we missing a great ministry opportunity to help families prepare for critical life events? We owe it to our constituents to address this need for planning even if they don’t leave a gift to the ministry.According to Caring.com, 78% of millennials do not have a will, and 64% of generation X do not have a will. About 50% of older adults do not have a will.



100%
It is at this point we 
can be generous in 
ways only dreamed of 
when we were limited 
to our 10% pocket.
Prior

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayQuotes: Planned giving is the one and only time our donors can give out of 100% of all they have, not just their cash flow. Quote: Prior – “It is at this point that we can be generous in ways only dreamed of when we were limited to our 10% pocket” One Time can give from all assets: We all teach and desire for all our members to give to our churches or ministry. And rightfully so. Your ministry is important in the Kingdom of God. Your members give from their cash flow, whether that cash flow comes from salary, profits, or investments. However, often they manage much greater total assets than are reflected in the cyclical giving. Consider that their estate is the one and only time your members can give out of 100% of all they have, not just their cash flow. “It is at this point that we can be generous in ways only dreamed of when we were limited to our 10% pocket.” 



IRS 
Data 2.74 Xaverage estate 
gift is 2.74 
times the 
donor’s 
lifetime giving

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayDonors often leave estate gifts that are more than their lifetime “cash flow” giving.  IRS data shows the number is 2.74 times a donor’s lifetime of giving. Think about that. You can help people pass on their values and not just their valuables. Donors can help the ministries they love in ways they never thought possible. I am the graduate of a small faith-based college. Certainly, these are challenging times for these small colleges. I personally owe a debt of gratitude to my alma mater. It encourages me to know that just a small percentage of college graduates could truly make a significant impact to their college through estate giving. Would you be willing to help your donors make a difference?David Joulfaian, an economist/researcher at the U.S. Dept. of Treasury: On average (based on IRS data from 1986 through 1997), charitable bequests during those years exceeded donors’ total lifetime charitable giving by 2.74 times. In other words, IRS data showed that the charitable bequests of estate tax paying donors/decedents on average were triple their during-life giving to charities. https://plannedgivingadvisors.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/treasury-bequest-analysis.pdf 



FPM -
College

5.53 X2019-2022
Estate Gifts / 15
$820,562
Lifetime giving
$171,699
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ClayCCCBFounded 1957Intentionally using a smaller collegeTook out one outlier(estate not settled): $100,000 estate gift/lifetime giving over $1 millionStill anticipates 2-3 more estate gifts in 2022$136,239 from FPM documents / six families$272,450 shared cost with FPM since 2008204 families and $5.1 million dollars in the pipeline



4:1
For every $4 raised expect to spend $1

Presenter Notes
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ClaySee PDF on Cost to Raise a DollarJames Greenfield, Fund Raising: Evaluating and Managing the Fund Development Process, 1999The Associate of Fundraising ProfessionalsAs ‘Advancement’ officers you need to know the cost of a planned giving program. The ROI is 4.1 If by now you are thinking, my ministry needs to offer estate planning opportunities to its supporters – good. You should. Simply stated, it works. But know the cost. For every dollar spent in estate planning you can expect to raise four. So when you talk with the various organizations offering this service make sure you know the minimum expectations for your ROI. For every four dollars raised, expect to spend one dollar. “the average charitable bequest in the United States is $35,000, and many programs can boast of a cost of 3 to 15 cents per dollar raised.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 12) See the PDF provide: Cost to Raise a DollarThe colleges that FPM serves in our non-profit co-op experience a significantly higher ROI: 



Boise Bible College 17 to 1

Central Christian College of 
the Bible

16to1

Concordia University Irvine 61 to 1

Johnson University – FL 5 to 1

Johnson University – TN 12 to 1

Manhattan Christian College 13to 1

Mid-Atlantic Christian 
University

13 to 1

FPM’s 
shared cost 
model 
results in 
high ROI: 
FPM is a 
ministry, 
non-profit 
co-op
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ClayFPM Partners exceed industry standards ROI of 4 to 1. Every Partners starts at $1,500 a month ($18,000 annually). Your shared cost will increase when your gift expectancy exceeds $1,000,000 (one million)



Planned gifts increase
annual gifts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayWith planned giving you get a bonus – a win win. The truth is … legacy donors become stronger annual donors. Now that is a win win.“begins with a belief that planned giving dollars are equally important as current funds to the vitality of your organization” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 2)“a successful charitable bequest program must be appropriately staffed, and nonprofit leadership must be prepared to wait a minimum of three, but more likely five, years to begin to see financial revenues from the effort. But the wait is worth it. A recent study indicates that donors who have made a bequest commitment also make annual gifts twice the average amount as donors without a bequest commitment.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, pp. 13, 14)“healthy planned giving program enhances current annual gifts” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 95) Double / 2XFundraisers often tell me that they do not have time for an estate planning ministry, and this gift will take away from annual funds. “And we need funds now!” That is mythical thinking. Actually, a planned gift increases annual gifts. “Individuals with charity in their wills donated more than twice as much money in any given year than those who do not have charity in their will.” Another study found that planned givers give more later – as much as 70% more. The Chronicle of Philanthropy reminds us that “planned-giving prospects are also among the most loyal donors during their lifetime.” This fits with what Jesus tells us, “For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also”.Work by James Russell, J.D. – Planned gifts increase annual gifts. National institute on Aging. Pentera Blog 3/1/2021“Wherever your treasure is, there the desires of your heart will also be.” Matthew 6:21 (NLT)



Where do 
estate gifts 
come from? 36% Alumni

26% Volunteers
14% Board
11% Staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryThe same study that shows strong annual donations from planned givers provides these statistics from the estate gifts received:	36% Alumni	26% Volunteers	14% Board Members	11% StaffIf you need results from planned giving sooner than later, focus on the elderly, the wealthy, your consistent donors, singles, childless couples, and pet owners. Research tells us that your consistent donors are strong candidates for estate gifts. Chronicle of Philanthropy Feb 5, 2020 – Study shows strong annual donations from planned givers



95%
of all planned 
gifts are in simple 
wills and trusts 
(estate gifts)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Terry“Don’t forget, bequests account for nearly 95 percent of all planned gifts in the United States, yet many charitable organizations don’t let their constituents know that they like to receive these gifts.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 10) 5% is in the Irrevocable | Exotics: CRET, CRAT, CRATE, Leads, Remainders, Gift Annuities, etc.add idea to publicize these gifts and what they enabled your college to accomplish for kingdom advancement / idea – once a year update your “list” of big needs.
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TerryYour donor will put you in their core documents as a simple bequest – if you effectively askMinistry first – Serving | Changing LivesPhilanthropy second | Making History (raising more gifts than you ever thought possible)



Organizational tactics …
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Tell Them
“Key to attracting 
bequests is public 
awareness that 
you will accept 
them.”
Williams

Presenter Notes
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ClayTell them. This should go without saying … “Don’t forget, bequests account for nearly 95 percent of all planned gifts in the United States, yet many charitable organizations don’t let their constituents know that they like to receive these gifts.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 10) Planned giving … better term … legacy giving (Williams, 2013, p. 218)“Key to attracting bequests is public awareness that you will accept them.” (Williams, 2013, p. 208)Simple tool: Start in all media telling your donors we accept bequest!



Project 
Stability

“Donors must be 
comfortable with 
the stability & 
permanence of 
the org.” 
Tempel et al.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayProject stability. Make sure you are projecting that your college, your university, your school – will be around in 50 years!Johnson UniversityFPM Partner “… donors must be comfortable with the stability and permanence of the organization. … financial stability …” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 94) Now as a previous President, I know all too well that many of our colleges are run on a ‘shoestring and a prayer’. But we must lead strategically as if our colleges will be here in 50 years. And we must project confidence that our colleges will be here in 100 years. A common question, we ask, is ‘will your college be here in 50 years?’ If yes, then planned giving must be a priority. To neglect planned giving, if you plan to be around, is dereliction of duty. 



Know Them
“Fundraising is about 
relationships built on 
mutual interests and 
concerns.”
Tempel et al.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayMake sure you know them. Do you know your donors, your alumni, your friends of the college? “Fundraising is about relationships built on mutual interests and concerns” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 16) Every week I wrote notes of encouragement. Every week I called people. Every week I visited and dined with friends of the college. Rarely did I ask for money, but often we talked about their donations and why they gave to faith based higher education. We talked about ‘how can I serve them.’ Their wishes. Their interest. Their concerns. And how that lined up with Mid-Atlantic Christian University.



Board 
Buy-In

Families – 259

Expectancies - $9,456,447

Average Gift $36,519

Average Birth Year: 1955

Paramount

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayPlanned giving starts with your Board. Board buy-in is paramount.“… the planned giving program must have full support from the board” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 95)  We regularly reported to the board our gift expectancies. We regularly did estate planning seminars for board members, professors, and staff. Make sure your board understands how paramount planned giving is to a well-balanced fund-raising program.These are current actual numbers from our Partner: Mid-Atlantic Christian UniversityNo – you do not include these expectancies in your budget.



Current Consistent Donors (CCD)
What is your potential pipeline? 

• 100 CCD X $30,000
• $3,000,000

• 500 CCD X $30,000
• $15,000,000

• 1,000 X $30,000
• $30,000,000

•“The $20 a month donor, or the 
donor who has given faithfully for 
15 years, is much more likely to 
leave a bequest.” Johnson

•“What is your potential? How many 
$25 a year donors can give 
$100,000? Solid research verifies 
that donor loyalty is one of the most 
reliable predictors of legacy gifts.” 
Johnson

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayStart with current donors. This is a truism with all fundraising. “One of the truisms of fundraising is that the best prospective donor is a current donor” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 20)“More often than not, bequests come from people who have made only a few gifts over the years.” (Williams, 2013, p. 219)“Consistent, low-dollar-amount giving is an excellent indicator of bequest gift potential.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 88)“Did you know that annual donors or members who become habitual contributors to your organization form the groups with the highest likelihood of becoming planned gift donors?” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 26) Many legacy givers will never be able to give to your capital appeals in a manor to be a change agent for your college, but they can and will in their wills and trust/planned giving. “The majority of planned giving prospects will never consider a major cash gift.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 3)This is especially true with your planned giving ministry.“the $20 a month donor or the donor who has given faithfully for 15 years is much more likely to make a bequest” (Johnson, 2010, p. 39) This is your nest egg! “What is your Potential? How many $25 –a-year donors can give $100,000? … “Solid research verifies that donor loyalty is one of the most reliable predictors of legacy gifts.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 79)



Love
the Donor
Do not use the 
donor

Model personal 
generosity 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryLove the donor – Do not use the donor. I cannot stress this enough! “When we understand donors, we discover that they are no different than we are, and we all want the same thing: thanks, thoughtfulness, respect, reminders, information, appreciation, and insider news.” (Williams, 2013, p. 223) “Recognize loyalty with the same vigor devoted to mega-gifts. Many loyal donors have significant ultimate giving potential, often through charitable bequests.”  (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 27) But as you serve them make sure you are using multiple tactics to communicate your vision. People give to people. People give to people who can articulate a vision. So, People need to know your vision from multiple mediums. “Successful development programs seldom use one method or one technique for all donors.” (Williams, 2013, p. 229) As you all know, people are looking for opportunities to give. “Generosity is a value shared by the well-to-do and the not-so-well-to-do. It is shared across races and ethnic origins … More Americans give than vote, eat fast food, or watch the Super Bowl.” – Claire Gaudiani (Williams, 2013, p. 63) “70 to 80 percent of all Americans make gifts to charity” (Williams, 2013, p. 63) And do not forget, keep your President in front of the donors. People give to people.“Donors in particular are motivated to give to institutions and organizations whose leaders they know and trust – two key words.” (Williams, 2013, p. 4) When it comes to planned giving, learn to celebrate the pipeline! At every board meeting and annual at staff meetings I shared with everyone our pipeline. It was a source of encouragement for them and for me. 



EDUCATE
“Planned giving 
seminars are an 
excellent way to 
educate, create 
awareness, and 
facilitate gifts.” 
Tempel et al.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryEducate. Remember 60 to 70% of your donors have no estate plan. No will. No trust. No advanced health care directives. No consideration for guardianship. You should be hosting educational seminars to serve them. “Planned giving seminars are an excellent way for an organization to educate its constituency about planned giving opportunities and create an awareness that the organizations are ready to discuss and assist donors in facilitating such gifts.” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 109) I learned this lesson from Rotary. In every monthly magazine I get from the Rotary Foundation, there are multiple ads – “Will you remember the Rotary Foundation in your Will?” My friends … “Each and every newsletter should have one or more articles, ads, or sections focused on legacy gifts.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 196) “Although everyone associated with your organization has the capability of making a bequest, fewer than half of the population actually makes a will of any kind, and only 8 out of 100 make a charitable bequest.” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 12)Picture is an FPM event 



FOCUS ON 
WHAT WORKS

“Planned 
giving is a 
necessary 
component.”
Tempel et al.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryFocus on what works. There are so many things you could be doing in fund raising. So many tools out there available to you. But I agree with many experts, too many of us are focused on these complex plans that really look good but have so low of a return.  “Should you promote charitable gift annuities and charitable trust? For most small and mid-size groups, my recommendation is “no.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 211) Why would experts in fund raising say this? And for the record I agree.



95%
… of all planned 
gifts are in simple 
wills and trusts 
(estate gifts)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryPlanned giving is a tactic that works with both the wealthy and the average Joe. And they are the easy to understand. Everybody needs an estate plan – a will, a trust, advance health care, guardianship, conservator, etc. “The important point to recognize is the planned giving is a necessary component of all successful major gifts programs, regardless of an organization’s size, mission, age, budget, in-house expertise, or prior giving history” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 93)“Almost 95 percent of planned gifts are in the form of bequests and annuities, and conveniently, they are the easiest to understand” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 2)



• Federal Estate 
Tax Threshold

$12. 92 Million 
($25.84)

• Simplicity
• Core Documents

everyone needs

• Revocable
most need their assets
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Cart before the Horse
Wills and Revocable Living Trust – First/Priority
95% Simple Bequest/Revocable

Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust (ILIT), 
Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust (ICGT), 
Retirement Trust, Qualified Personal Residence 
Trust (QPRT), Qualified Domestic Trust 
(QDOT), Beneficiary Defective Inter-Vivos
Trust (BDIT), Charitable Remainder Trust 
(CRT), Charitable Lead Trust (CLT), Charitable 
Gift Annuities (CGA), Charitable Remainder 
Unitrust (CRUT), Pool Income Trust (PIT), 
Retain Life Estate, By-pass Trust, Qualified 
Terminable Interest Property (QTIP) or 
(QDOT), Generation-Skipping Trust, Fixed 
Annuity (GRAT), Variable Annuity (GRUT, Trust 
Income (GRIT) Right to live in Trust Property 
(QPRT), etc.

5% Irrevocable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClaySo do you have the courage to be different? Do you have the courage to focus on planned giving? Those who study this tell us that too many of us are neglecting planning giving. Everyone needs a core document of a will or living trust. Do that FIRST!“… Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University, use the word abysmal to describe how nonprofits are faring today with regard to building a stream of bequest and legacy gifts.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 236)Most advancement officers in terms of planned giving – have the cart before the horse. And the opportunity for building long term financial stability for your faith based higher education is unprecedented. “consider the opportunity gap between the 8 percent to 9 percent of Americans who have named a charity in their will or estate plan, and the 30 percent to 40 percent who are will to do so. Or the fact that that one of the more important factors in bequest giving is to be named in the first will, which is often written between the ages of 40 and 60.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 236) If you ask them, they will put your college, your university, in their wills and trust. And we have found that only 4% of the of the 8/9% will give to faith-based non-profits.



95%
of all planned gifts 
are in simple wills
& revocable living 
trusts (estate 
gifts)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayPlanned giving is a tactic that works with both the wealthy and the average Joe. And they are the easy to understand. Everybody needs an estate plan – a will, a trust, advance health care, guardianship, conservator, etc. “The important point to recognize is the planned giving is a necessary component of all successful major gifts programs, regardless of an organization’s size, mission, age, budget, in-house expertise, or prior giving history” (Tempel et al., 2011, p. 93)“Almost 95 percent of planned gifts are in the form of bequests and annuities, and conveniently, they are the easiest to understand” (Henze & Swank, 2008, p. 2)



Are you ASKING?
60 % + have no plan

8-9 % have a charity named in 
estate plan

Less than half is faith based

30 to 40% will do so if they are 
asked!

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayAnd the opportunity for building long term financial stability for your faith based higher education is unprecedented. “consider the opportunity gap between the 8 percent to 9 percent of Americans who have named a charity in their will or estate plan, and the 30 percent to 40 percent who are will to do so (if asked). Or the fact that that one of the more important factors in bequest giving is to be named in the first will, which is often written between the ages of 40 and 60.” (Johnson, 2010, p. 236)Picture is an FPM event.



Family and Faith

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayWhen hosting educational events, the lead story is not you are going to die, put your affairs in order. They already know that. And the promotion is not, you cannot take anything with you. They already know that.Promotion can and should be family and faith. Your final act of love to family. Your legacy of passing on your values and not just your valuablesHelp them take care of the families in a way that honors God.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayYour role is to make the process of generosity easy. People respond to planned giving opportunities because it is straight forward, and it works. It does not have to be complex. A revocable living trust is efficient for almost all donors helping them to avoid probate (court supervision) and handle multiple other issues such as guardianship for minors and conservator. This simple proven estate planning method is growing in popularity perhaps because it serves not only the person writing the plan but makes life of the heir (most often their children) easier during a time of grief. FPM has developed a turnkey co-op non-profit ministry to serve Christian Colleges and Universities.



Revocable Living 
Trust  Avoids 
Probate Less Expensive Quicker distribution of 

assets to family & 
ministries

Preserves Privacy Control / assets are not 
frozen

Your donor has 
two choices: 
Will or Living 
Trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryThere are only two options to distribute your assets upon passing. Will or a Revocable Living Trust (RLT). In most cases a RLT is superior. Make sure you know the difference, and you are doing what is in the best interest of your donors.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerrySample of FPM educational materials



Avoiding 
Probate
This is a 
stewardship 
issue.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryProbate costs are 6-8% of Gross assets.Even if your donors leave 5% you are still helping them leave more to their loved ones.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TerryProbate can be a significant event for most



Revocable? Do these gifts come in?

95% come in
• Samers, J.D. – UJA Federation New York

FPM
• 10% will end up with no gift
• 90% will grow in value & mitigate the 10% loss

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayThese are revocable – do these gifts actually come in? YESAccording to William D. Samers, J.D., United Jewish Appeal Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York (UJA Federation New York) – 95% of these gifts come in for the charities. FPM internal study found that 10% will end up with no gift for a variety of reason. End of life health care cost, financial exigency, etc. The other 90% will grow in value to mitigate the 10% lost. Currently FPM is serving 41,000 families with $2.1 billion to Christian Charities. 



Time is on 
your side
Wills and Trusts are an 
opportunity to serve all 
generations. Plant the 
seeds now for future gifts. 
As people mature in Christ 
and their lives change – a 
percentage gift in a will or 
living trust often grows. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clayhttps://digg.com/money/link/how-american-generations-spend-money-visualized-2rrDpS6vpM 



Planned Giving allows you to serve those 
who will follow you

Blessed are those 
who plant trees 
under whose 
shade they will 
never sit

Ancient Proverb

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayYou are building a pipeline of gifts that you will never benefit from. Do you have that kind of courageous leadership?



Current Funds Needed
Win-win (tax advantage)

• Appreciated Assets 
(stocks, etc.)

• Required Minimum 
Distributions (IRA)

• Annual Funds
• Capital Campaigns
• Trends
oDAF
o Shift to on-line
oCrypto currencies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayFriends often do not let friends give cash.Yes, I know you need money now! It is not an either or but a both and.



Changing Lives. 
Making History.

• Non-profit Co-Op
• 40 years
• 150 Partners
• 43,000 families
• 500 educational events 

per year
• $2.3 Billions in 

documented expectancies

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayFPM is a non-profit co-op.150 PartnersIn 2021266 million in planned giftsOver 5,000 plans3,648 new plans (over ten documents in each)6.4 million received from the work in previous years



Complete Estate Plan: Our gift to you

• ABHE / FPM
• Value added

• Process
• Attend a webinar
• Complete Confidential Estate 

Planning Guide
• Teleconference Appointment
• Complete Estate Plan 

• 45-60 days

• Typical Plan includes
• Instruction Booklet
• The Living Trust
• Certificate of Trust
• Pour-over Last Will and 

Testaments for each
• Healthcare Directives for each
• Durable Financial Power of 

Attorney for each (if applicable)
• Deeds (if applicable)

ADVANCEMENT LEADERS CONFERENCE | WWW.ABHE.ORG/ADVANCEMENT2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ClayThis is ABHE and FPM’s gift to you. Free. Simple email Clay@fpm.org stating you want this. Typical cost at a law firm $3,000 - $4,000



Planned Giving
Blessed are those 
who plant trees 
under whose 
shade they will 
never sit

Ancient Proverb

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clay/TerryLeaders do the right things.Manager do things right.
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D. Clay Perkins, Ph.D.

Castle Rock, CO
Key Largo, FL
Clay@fpm.org
252-202-6509
Executive Vice President, 
Financial Planning Ministry, 
www.fpm.org

• I welcome
• Feedback
• Shared Research
• Collegiality

• Together may we inspire and 
facilitate biblical stewardship 
and generosity

• My Focus: Planned Giving / 
Wills and Revocable Living 
Trust

about:blank
about:blank


Terry Stine

Florissant, MO
Terry@fpm.org
208-340-1624
Estate Consultant
Financial Planning Ministry, 
www.fpm.org

• I welcome
• Feedback
• Shared Research
• Collegiality

• Together may we inspire and 
facilitate biblical stewardship 
and generosity

• My Focus: Planned Giving / 
Wills and Revocable Living 
Trust

mailto:Terry@fpm.org
about:blank
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